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Executive Summary

Introduction

This report examines the use and adoption of Electronic Commerce in some of Canada's
leading-edge intelligent manufacturing companies.  The report focuses on transaction
marketplaces in the supply chain and the extent to which Electronic Commerce is changing the
nature of the transactions conducted therein.  Customers and suppliers are examined for four of
Canada's Intelligent Manufacturing Technology (IMT) firms.

IMT Sector

IMT involves new manufacturing techniques and machines combined with the application of
information technology, microelectronics and new organizational practices within the
manufacturing process.

The major “hard” products of the IMT sector are found in the categories of assembly machines,
inspection equipment, automated handling equipment, industrial robots, plastic and rubber
processing machinery, molds for rubber and plastics, welding machines, electronic controllers
and selected classes of machine tools.  The specific products are distinguished by their use of
technologies such as microprocessors, lasers and so on.  The “soft" products include techniques
such as Supply Chain Management, Total Quality Management (TQM), Statistical Process
Control (SPC), as well as computer software such as MRP and MRPII systems.

The shipments for the Canadian IMT industry in 1992 were $3.4 billion, rising to $7.2 billion in
1997 for a compound annual growth rate of 16.3%.  This compares with a growth rate of 8.2%
for manufacturing in general.  At current growth rates the value of IMT products produced in
Canada will double every 4.5 years.

The total employment in the sector increased from 27,486 in 1992 to 37,816 in 1997.  The
compound annual growth rate is 6.6%.  This is greater than the growth rate for manufacturing
as a whole, which is 1.9%.  This sector in general requires higher than average skills as it
consists of few production jobs and more design and custom fabrication ones.

The adoption of IMT in Canada has been shown to correlate well with corporate success.

Value Chain

Each of the firms studied in this report is a manufacturer of intermediate goods in the capital
goods sector.  They are also systems integrators with products that contain both software and
hardware elements.

There is great variety in the way these firms procure supplies and sell end products.
Distributors are commonly used in procurement, less often for product sales.  The marketplaces
within which the firms operate vary, as does the influence that each firm can bring to bear in its
relationships with customers and suppliers.

In all cases the customer is the driving force behind the relationship. For generic products sales
are either direct or through distributors.  For large bulk purchases at Rockwell Automation,
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further disintermediation is evident with distributors becoming little more than warehouses with
delivery responsibilities.  Rockwell is also considering the development of a series of mini-plants
adjacent to bulk purchase customers to ensure rapid supply.  (This will effectively eliminate
sales distributors for this class of customer).

All firms report increased use of the Internet to source components suppliers to lower costs
and/or to make immediate supply purchases to meet tight production deadlines imposed by
customer delivery requirements.  The smaller firms (Automated Mining Systems (AMS),
Automation Tooling Systems (ATS), and Lindsay Electronics) have less influence with suppliers
of components and often buy through distributors under standard market conditions.

Subassemblies and software supplier relationships are different in character.  These
relationships are longer-term and range from integrated development through build-to-print
subassemblies.

Rockwell Automation exerts much more control over its suppliers influencing transactions more
extensively.  For components, Rockwell posts upcoming requirements on an open bidding Web
Site.  Rockwell also builds solid long-term relationships with its suppliers and offers Electronic
Commerce based benchmarking through supplier scorecards as well as production process
performance enhancement through the High Performance Consortium of Rockwell Automation
suppliers.  The results are impressive - low supplier turnover, decreasing costs, and margins
maintained throughout the supply chain.

The Firms

Automated Mining Systems (AMS)

Automated Mining Systems (AMS) is a small Canadian owned firm.  AMS is currently 50%
owned by its largest customer - International Nickel Company of Canada (INCO). AMS produces
automated mining systems for a narrow range of very large customers, world wide - most in
the ore extraction business.  AMS has a small product range of highly customised products that
include communications, robotics, and remote diagnostics and control technologies.

AMS is an early adopter of Electronic Commerce.  AMS now operates as an extended enterprise
by means of its Electronic Commerce backbone.  It uses Electronic Commerce in co-
development of product, in supplier procurement, and it uses Electronic Commerce to enable it
to place a large proportion of its staff permanently at customer sites.

Lindsay Electronics

Lindsay Electronics is the single operating division of a small privately held Canadian firm, J. E.
Thomas Specialties.  Lindsay produces Radio Frequency (RF) distribution products, primarily for
the CATV (Cable television) and wired communications industries in North, Central, and South
America.  Lindsay has recently begun to supply RF distribution amplifiers to AMS for its
underground mining applications.

Lindsay produces most products in-house and sells through internal staff in North America and
through external sales agents in other foreign markets.  Lindsay has recently designed a low-
end Tap that is being produced in Taiwan and drop-shipped to customers or sales agents in
South American markets.
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Lindsay is in the early stages of Electronic Commerce adoption.  Lindsay uses Electronic
Commerce principally in its purchasing of components and in other aspects of its supplier

relationships.

Automation Tooling Systems (ATS)

Automation Tooling Systems (ATS) is a Canadian multi-national enterprise producing industrial
automation systems, Precision Components, and Photovoltaic Manufacturing Systems.  ATS is
one of the largest customers for Rockwell Automation in Canada.

ATS sells about 50% of its products to the automotive sector, 34% to the electronics sector,
5% to the healthcare sector (growing rapidly), and 8% to other sectors.   ATS produces
customised products in-house, in close co-operation with its customers.  Useful product life for
an ATS production system is determined by the planned obsolescence of the plant in which it is
installed - as short as three years in the automotive sector, as long as 30 years in other sectors.
(All ATS products are designed for long service life).

ATS is growing very rapidly but continues to characterise itself as "one of the largest small
businesses in Canada".  ATS is in the early adoption stage of Electronic Commerce but it uses
Electronic Commerce for remote diagnostics and monitoring, as well as for sales support.  ATS
has not been able to convince senior management that the costs for more Electronic Commerce
based systems are justified at this stage in the corporation's development.  The preferred
growth method for ATS is "cloning" existing optimally sized operations in nearby locations.

Rockwell Automation

Rockwell Automation is a subsidiary of a US-based multi-national enterprise producing Industrial
Process Controls for Manufacturing Processes and for Electrical Power Distribution. Essentially
Rockwell is in two businesses, each facing a different dynamic.  Category 1 or Business 1 is a
commodity business producing controllers and switchgear.  They have classically been
mechanical devices but are increasingly electronic, built from software-configured devices.
Sales are traditionally through distributors.  Suppliers add modest levels of value and so a
price/performance strategy has been appropriate rather than a supply management one.

In the case of larger customers such as multi-national enterprises (MNEs), Rockwell is becoming
subject to its customers' supply management.  Bulk orders are consolidated and made directly
to Rockwell.  The role of Rockwell's distributors is reduced to local warehousing.

Rockwell maintains a Web-based system to track distributor inventories.  Should any distributor
be unable to ship product as demanded by the customer, Rockwell shifts the order to another
distributor in an adjacent territory. Rockwell plans to build small 200-person plants adjacent to
bulk buying customers eliminating the distributor and ensuring rapid delivery as required.

The second business or Business 2 is similar to ATS or AMS.  This is the production of unique
automation solutions directed by the customer.  This business line is characterised by vertical
integration as manifested in Rockwell assuming responsibility for internal customer operations
such as production lines or project management.
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Conclusions

The Report describes eight themes that emerge from the surveys and from applying experience
within the sector.

1. Demanding User
a. Several firms have demanding customers with whom they co-develop products.  This

is most true for AMS and ATS.
b. For Rockwell Business 1 products, customers are ordering in bulk as part of their

supply management strategies making Rockwell the "customer" of its distributors.
This is leading Rockwell to establish small branch plants keyed to large customer's
requirements.

2. Technology Shift
a. Technology has moved and is moving from EDI to WWW to Extranet.
b. All firms exhibit this trend - start points are very different, as is progress to date.

3. Supply Chain Management
a. Each firm has its own supply chain and is part of its customers' supply chain
b. Relationships range from symbiotic (AMS/INCO) through vertical integration

(Rockwell Business 2 products) to normal market interfaces

4. Sector Breadth - Wide range of technology integration - complex products
a. Companies operate across many technologies - robotics, telecommunications,

software development, etc.
b. R&D intermediation evident with PRECARN Associates

5. Disintermediation
a. Sales side

i. All firms sell direct to customers, ATS and AMS do so exclusively
ii. Distributors bypassed for selling when possible
iii. Distributor role changing to lower value-added warehouser delivery agent

b. Purchasing Side
i. E-commerce facilitating direct buys of components
ii. Market clout determines nature of distributor relationship
iii. Rockwell managing suppliers creatively

6. Main firm-level impacts of move to E-commerce
a. Lower costs of operations
b. Shorter business cycles
c. Faster, more complete information transfers
d. Better customer and (for Rockwell) supplier relationships

7. Motivation for move to E-commerce
a. Inevitable result of customers' supply chain management
b. Customer-driven (Rockwell driving its suppliers also)

8. Costs and Impacts
a. Costs not easily justifiable for some firms (ATS, Rockwell, Lindsay)
b. Internal automation (SAP, J.D. Edwards) parallels E-commerce development
c. Costs and benefits often scrambled
d. Impacts described as in line with expectations
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Intelligent Manufacturing Technologies (IMT) involves new manufacturing techniques and
machines combined with the application of information technology, microelectronics and new
organizational practices within the manufacturing process.  These technologies have evolved in
response to increased global competition in traditional products such as automobiles and to
opportunities for new products such as integrated circuits and computer hard drives which
required entirely new production technologies.  They are also required to meet the high
demands for quality among today’s consumers.

The Canadian industry was first described in Sector Competitiveness Frameworks: Advanced
Manufacturing Technologies published by Industry Canada.  A subsequent study, Advanced
Manufacturing Technologies Sector In Canada by Industry Canada has placed the sector on
firmer statistical ground and provided the basis for further analytical work.

In 1992 the Japanese government proposed that a protocol be developed for carrying out
international R&D in Intelligent Manufacturing Technologies. There were a number of issues
concerning intellectual property, the integration of industrial, academic and non-profit
participants and in reconciling the cultural differences inherent in international work.  A two-
year feasibility study was started and the current Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS)
program developed.  The program brokers international IMT projects and assists in their
funding.

1.1 Industry Dynamics

The IMT industry consists of a broad range of companies, universities and non-profit
organizations cooperating to provide manufacturers with production technology.  This is done
by integrating technologies in a number of areas such as microelectronics, and lasers to provide
products such as welding robots, or automated transfer lines.  Customers are both
manufacturers of discrete goods such as autos and process oriented firms such as paper mills
and mining companies.  Both hard and soft technologies are involved.

The major “hard” products of the IMT sector are found in the categories of assembly machines,
inspection equipment, automated handling equipment, industrial robots, plastic and rubber
processing machinery, molds for rubber and plastics, welding machines, electronic controllers
and selected classes of machine tools.  The specific products are distinguished by their use of
technologies such as microprocessors, lasers and so on.  The “soft" products include techniques
such as Supply Chain Management, Total Quality Management (TQM), Statistical Process
Control (SPC), as well as computer software such as MRP and MRPII systems.

There is a long tradition of manufacturing and processing companies developing their own
production technology.  The best-known example is that of the Ford Motor Company and their
development of the production line.  This continues with the concept of the demanding user.
Such a company because of either a unique requirement such as a mine too deep for human
workers or a possible competitive advantage such as mass  customisation will direct the
development of specific technology.  This company will often participate in the development of
the necessary technology.

1 What is IMT?
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Individual products involve the integration of a wide range of technologies from a number of
sources.  This may involve several tiers of suppliers providing a range of components from
those that are mass-produced to those that are custom produced.  Also, many suppliers will
undertake to develop subsystems without detailed direction from the original equipment
manufacturer.  It is not unusual for technical expertise to be located in universities or non-profit
laboratories and thus these groups are frequently involved in IMT product development and
assembly.

In the cases where complex components such as microprocessors or Programmable Logic
Arrays are used there are additional relations involving information exchanges.  These suppliers
will provide additional documentation and programming tools on an ongoing basis.  They also
try to ensure the exchange of the products’ users experience.

1.2 Principal Statistics of the Canadian Industry

1.2.1 Shipments and Establishments

The shipments for the Canadian IMT industry in 1992 were $3.4 billion, rising to $7.2 billion in
1997 for a compound annual growth rate of 16.3%.  This compares with a growth rate of 8.2%
for manufacturing in general.  At current growth rates the value of IMT products produced in
Canada will double every 4.5 years.

The product with the highest value is Industrial Robots growing from $839 million in 1992 to
$1,163 million in 1997.  Moulds for Rubber and Plastics, and Plastics/rubber Processing
Machines followed with shipments of $1,199 million and $1,144 million respectively.

The total number of establishments engaged in producing IMT products in 1992 was 1,298,
growing to 1,641 in 1992 for a 4.8% growth rate. The largest number, 446 produced moulds
for rubber and plastics.  There were also 399 establishments involved with industrial robots.

1.2.2 Value-Added

The IMT sector contributes a higher level of value-added than the average for the
manufacturing sector.  Moulds for rubber and plastics was the largest contributor of value-
added with a 22.2% of the total over the period 1992 to 1997 followed by industrial robots with
20.8%.

1.2.3 Employment

The total employment in the sector increased from 27,486 in 1992 to 37,816 in 1997.  The
compound annual growth rate is 6.6%.  This is greater than the growth rate for manufacturing
as a whole, which is 1.9%.  This sector in general requires higher than average skills as it
consists of few production jobs and more design and custom fabrication ones.

1.2.4 Trade

Canada is the fourth largest supplier of IMT products in the world behind the U.S., Japan, and
Germany.  Canada’s IMT exports have increased steadily from $904 million in 1988 to $4,462
million in 1998.  The largest destination was the U.S., accounting for $718 million in 1998 or
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17% of total exports.  Other major markets were Luxemburg, Mexico, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Germany, Italy, China, Taiwan and the United Arab Emirates.

Imports of IMT products came from 131 countries.  Total imports rose from $1,838 million in
1988 to $4,578 million in 1998.  The largest source of imports was the United States with
$2,924 million in 1998 or 60% of Canada’s imports.  Other sources are Japan, Germany, Italy
and the United Kingdom.  There is a lively trade in manufacturing technology, with areas of
expertise spread over a large number of countries.

The relationship between the Canadian and American economies is very close with many cross-
border firms contributing to a very high level of trade.

Canada has been in a net trade deficit in the period 1988 to 1998, but that deficit has declined
from $462 million in 1988 to $115 million in 1998.  Canada’s IMT trade may well be in surplus
by 2001.  Over the period, the trade balance for automated handling equipment, industrial
robots, plastics/rubber processing machines, and moulds for rubber and plastics, has
consistently been in surplus.  Canada has developed a particular expertise in these areas that
tend to involve a high degree of technology integration and customization.

Canada has been in deficit in the areas of machine tools, and assembly machines.  The deficit
has varied with the growth rate of the economy.  This is an area where countries such as Japan
and Germany have particular strengths.

1.2.5 Markets and Adoption Rates

The sectors that are the leading markets for Canadian IMT products are Aerospace, Automotive,
Plastics, Food Processing, Resource Processing, and Telecommunications.  These industries are
large scale and capital intensive except for Aerospace, which is of medium capital intensity.
They tend to have particular production technology needs and are sufficiently wealthy to direct
and drive the development of that technology.

IMT use varies across different stages of the production process.  Statistic Canada undertook
two studies of manufacturing technology adoption in Canada.  A list of key technologies was
developed and manufacturers were surveyed as to whether they had adopted them.  The
report’s findings were expressed in terms of the percentage of shipments of a particular
industry that used the particular technology.

Inspection and communications has the highest adoption rate at 73%.  The second highest
adoption rate is in engineering and design, where 63% of shipments are from establishments
using this type of technology.  The leading types of technologies from these two groups include
programmable controllers, control computers in factories, local area networks (LANs) for
technical data, LANs for factory use, automatic inspection equipment for final products and
computer-aided design and engineering (CAD/CAE).

The Statistics Canada study found increasing use of multiple technologies.  Also, suppliers found
a growing demand for more highly featured systems.

The Statistics Canada study found that more advanced technology users reap larger benefits
than non-users. The strategy most closely associated with company growth and profitability is
the degree to which the company stresses the development and adoption of new technologies.
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Similarly, innovation is the most significant factor for the success of a company, as measured by
market share, productivity and profitability.

Potential users do not immediately adopt new technologies despite their contribution to
competitiveness. There appears to be an adoption lag of about three years in Canada,
independent of technology group or plant size.  There seems to be barriers to adoption
concerning costs, labour, organization and information.  Cost appears to be the major
impediment.  Labour-related effects include changes in skill requirements and in working
conditions.  Structural change may be required in a company that would include changed
administrative practices.

1.2.6 Demand Outlook

Industry Canada has projected the demand for IMT products excluding plastics related
machinery and moulds as US$133.5 billion in 2000.  The major technologies are factory
computers and communications at US$ 48.6 billion and machine tools at US$62.6 billion.

Product segments such as machine vision are expected to grow by 15 to 25% annually.  Other
product segments will experience similar growth through expansion into other industries.
Currently, more than 50% of robots are used in the automotive sector.  However, other
industries such as mining, nuclear power, undersea drilling, agriculture and forestry are
discovering new, non-manufacturing applications for robotics.  Robots will become smarter,
with more sophisticated controllers and sensors.  In Japan, 3% of robot applications in 1994
were in non-manufacturing applications.  This is expected to grow to 40% by 2005.  Surgical
robots are now in use and SONY is marketing the first generation of robot pets.

Automated materials handling within manufacturing plants and in warehousing and logistics
operations are another example of a major growth area.  Growth in North America and Europe
is taking place as large firms expand their operations from national to continental to global
production and distribution.
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1.3 Value Chain
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2.1 Introduction

AMS is a leading technology integration firm focusing on automation, robotics and
communications for underground mining operations. The firm is a joint venture between INCO
and Ainsworth Inc. with the latter acting as the manager.

The company is small, a classic Canadian small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) with 15
employees, all employed in Ontario, Canada. The number of employees has been relatively
constant over the past five years.  Employees able to function in this environment have
replaced those incapable of adapting to an Electronic Commerce transaction model. There is a
definite trend at AMS towards more generally skilled workers, better able to function within an
Electronic commerce world.

The company has 3-4 customers, all very large mining companies, and annual revenues of $2.5
million CAD,  $0.5million accruing from foreign sales.

AMS is a systems integrator at or near the top end of the IMT value chain. AMS is a first level
supplier of IMT products. There are no distributors between it and its customers.  The company
makes a small number of highly advanced and relatively expensive customized products.  It
does not engage in mass production activities, but is more of a job-shop.

The AMS supply chain has remained relatively stable.  The rate of entry and exit of suppliers,
customers and competitors is described by AMS as insignificant.  Suppliers and competitors are
said to have a low influence on market structure and conditions.

INCO, the largest customer, is an important intermediary in the marketing of AMS products.
Potential customers are often invited to visit INCO mines employing AMS technology.
Production companies and resource processing companies have historically been demanding
users and have pushed technology development.

There are no subsidiaries.

AMS purchases most of its supplies in the form of components from distributors.

About 2/3 of the supplies are produced by SMEs and about half come from foreign sources.
Suppliers and customers are distributed as follows:

Category Very Small
Firms

SMEs Large
Firms

Very Large
Firms

Public Sector Individuals

Suppliers 2 % 65 % 16 % 8 % 8 % 2 %
Customers 0% 0% 0% 100 % 0% 0%

All major market actors, suppliers, customers, competitors and intermediaries, enter and exit
the market “rarely”.

Major suppliers and competitors have a  “low” influence on market structure and conditions.

2 Automated Mining Systems Report
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Major customers and key intermediaries, have “high” influence.

2.1.1 Business Profile of the Firm

Automated Mining Systems makes three products: 

RoboSwitch is a general-purpose digital Input/Output device, which allows the control and
monitoring of widely distributed remote machinery, such as fans, pumps, lights, gates, and
access control points.

StrongBox is a mining machine automation controller, including Tele-remote operator control
of underground trucks and other machinery. One remote operator can control many machines.

Operator’s Control Station allows an operator to control loading, hauling, dumping and
drilling by means of hand and foot controls as well as real-time video and audio signals from
the underground location.

Although AMS does some of its own manufacturing, most of its telemining products are
integrated from several subsystems. The metal case for the StrongBox, for example, is
produced by GROPB.  There is no product line per se, but ability to develop custom products as
required.

AMS designs its own circuit boards and manufactures the ones with little surface mountings
using through-hole technology. Boards with large amounts of surface mounting (SMD) are
contracted out.

About 90% of the software is developed in-house with the balance contracted through a
Precarn R&D consortia including C-Core.

Internal and external AMS business structures use Electronic commerce technology almost
exclusively. The company established a Web Site and started to use E-mail in 1991.
It has actively promoted electronic technology for transactions in all phases of its operations
since.

Its finance, billing and payment sections have been somewhat reluctant to adopt the new
technology, probably due to lack of confidence in a non-paper-based audit trail.

Since AMS is a low volume customer for most of its key suppliers, it is sometimes difficult to
obtain supplies. In periods of high demand, large customers take preference and AMS must
allow long lead times during periods of strong demand for some components. Example, the
case for the StrongBox produced by GROPB.

Some chips are subject to international demand with consequent fluctuation of both prices and
availability. Certain components may not be available if the demand is low. This is true for the
connectors used in attaching cabling to the StrongBox.  These connectors are primarily
produced for the military and may not be available when military demand for them is low.
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2.1.2 Value Chain for the Firm
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2.2 Technology Profile

2.2.1 Customers

AMS has few potential customers and they are easily identified.  Marketing is simplified.  Close
relationships can easily be developed.  AMS is an extended virtual enterprise with employees
present at key customer sites.  On-site staff facilitates co-development of products.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
which business activities with customers.

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising X X X X
Catalogues & stock lists X X X X
Information services X X X
Negotiation X X X X
Ordering X X
Billing and payment X X
Finance X
Delivery X X X

AMS is an advanced user of computer-mediated networks and applications when dealing with
its customers, all very large mining companies.

Currently, the WAN on dedicated ISDN lines is used exclusively for domestic customers. By
March 2001 international customers will also be connected. (F3), (F4)

In its interactions with its customers ATS has migrated to the following networks or
applications:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering
Billing and payment FROM TO TO
Finance FROM TO
Delivery

Internal attitudes are shifting and a consensus in favour of system-wide Electronic commerce is
emerging within the firm.  The move to EDI over Internet is forecast to take place during 2001
and is expected to speed up the ordering process. (F1), (F2)

Some foreign customers are still reluctant to use the Internet due to a perceived lack of
security.  The security issues pertaining to limiting transactions to EDI (as opposed to EDI over
Internet) are described as largely attitudinal in character.
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AMS is largely an extended enterprise, virtual in character with only a skeleton staff at its
headquarters.

Electronic commerce technology is used extensively in its customer transactions. Frequent
electronic communications are viewed as essential tools to establish and maintain contact and
thereby build trust.

Several AMS employees are co-located with its largest customer, INCO and are constantly
looking for opportunities to use AMS technology.  These employees are linked to AMS
headquarters via the Internet.  (E38), (E39)

Other marketing channels are trade shows and referrals from users of AMS technology. Videos
of actual installations and especially visits to INCO mines to see the products in action are
effective promotional tools.

Orders from customers are received via EDI over Internet.  Customers are said to be very
satisfied with this more rapid and accurate process.  (E5)

Electronic transactions with customers are used to support any of the following business
functions.

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis NA
Market development X
Relation Building X

The system is almost completely based upon Electronic commerce.  AMS is largely an extended
enterprise, virtual in character with only a skeleton staff in Aurora.

Several AMS staff are resident in largest customer (INCO) constantly assessing market
opportunities.  They are linked via the Internet to the firm.  Market intelligence for key
customers is obtained almost exclusively through this means.  (Trade shows and visits are the
other methods used).  (E1), (E2), (E3), (E4)

Orders are received via EDI over Internet.  Customers report high satisfaction levels with this
process. (E5), (E6)

Catalogues and marketing information are exclusively available through the Web Site for AMS.
(E35), (E36)

E-mail is critical in building customer trust and loyalty, giving instant regular access to both
parties.  (E28)

System diagnosis is Internet/WAN - based with remote monitoring and repair the norm.  (E37)

All document delivery is performed electronically via E-mail, WWW, and WAN.
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2.2.2 Suppliers

AMS is characterised by good procurement relations over the Internet.  There is also co-
operation with software suppliers including co-development of subsystems in the PRECARN, C-
Core context.  For micro-controllers and programmable logic arrays there is information
exchange between software and component suppliers as suppliers provide programming tools
and sponsor user interchanges, both Electronic commerce features.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
business activities with suppliers.

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW

Advertising X
Catalogues & stock lists X
Information services X X
Negotiation X
Ordering X X
Billing and payment X X
Finance X
Delivery X X

Small and large suppliers are treated in the same manner.  All must be Electronic commerce
ready and able.

All ordering from software suppliers (including product delivery) is via E-mail.  (E5), (E6)

Custom circuit boards are designed within AMS.  The design is sent via E-mail to a
manufacturer who produces the board within 24 hours, (E8) and ships it via FedEx.  All
shipping tracking, bills of lading, etc. are via the FedEx Web Site. (E9)  Billing is via E-mail.
(E10)

Over 50% of all supplier purchases are via credit card E-mail over Internet. (E10)

The migration from one network or application to another for business activities with suppliers
is summarized below:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering
Billing and payment FROM TO TO
Finance FROM TO
Delivery

As standards shift away from EDI and towards EDI over Internet, these functions will migrate.
Finance and accounting departments are not traditionally among the early adopters of these
technologies.
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Electronic transactions with suppliers are used to support the following business functions:

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development NA

The system is almost completely based upon Electronic commerce.  AMS is largely an extended
enterprise, virtual in character with only a skeleton staff in Aurora.

Orders are delivered via EDI over Internet, almost always by E-mail.

Catalogues and product information from suppliers is obtained exclusively via the Internet.
(E34)

This means current generation products in all systems and the elimination of a large and
cumbersome catalogue inventory.

E-mail is critical in building supplier trust and loyalty, giving instant regular access to both
parties. (E11), (E12)

All document delivery is performed electronically via E-mail, WWW, and WAN.

PRECARN Associates Inc. is one of Canada's premier Research and Development agencies.
PRECARN acts as an intermediary in facilitating the financing of AMS software development as
well as brokering and structuring partnerships among industry (AMS), academia (Memorial
University), and Research Institutes (C-Core). (E25)

2.3 Interview Response

2.3.1 Motivation

As noted above, AMS established its Web Site and E-mail communications systems in 1991.  As
an early adopter of the new information transfer technologies, AMS has made a substantial
commitment to a different style of operations compared to the pre-1991 mode.

The company operates a virtual extended enterprise with rapid intercommunication through all
levels of the organization.

The information capture item really understates what Electronic commerce in AMS is all about.
The impact of joint design should be explored at length.  The classic case is Cisco systems.
Customer engineers specify systems in great detail over the web cutting product development,
manufacturing time and procurement time by over 80%.  AMS is doing something similar and it
is the most interesting Electronic Commerce thing they are doing.
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Their motivating factors were: significant cost savings, more current information simply and
readily accessible (for customers, suppliers, and AMS); faster, simpler negotiating processes;
and higher rates of customer satisfaction.

Core business function Expected effects Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Broader reach, more
flexibility, less $

50% reduction in costsAdvertising

Sales staff on customer
site

Better targeting of products and services to
customer requirements

Less $, information
always current

All catalogues are E-basedCatalogues and Stock Lists

Instant access for
potential customers

# Of inquiries to increaseInformation Services

Move from face to face
to electronic document
exchange

Face to face at end of process only
# Of documents sent by E-mail

Negotiation

Faster process
Simpler contracts
Cost reductions

Speed of negotiation increased
No measure identified
Lower travel costs

Easier ordering for
customers

Higher levels of customer satisfaction (anecdotal
measures)

Ordering

Shorter term on
receivables

50% reduction in receivables days – 100 to 50Billing and Payment

NAFinance

International tracking
from remote locations

Faster info to customers
Fewer, shorter shipping delays

Delivery

Joint design enabling
operation of virtual
extended enterprise

Staff spread geographically for efficiencies
More rapid design

Information capture

Joint design enabling
operation of virtual
extended enterprise

Staff spread geographically for efficienciesInformation management

NAMarket Analysis

NAMarket Development

AMS expected effects in product, process, and relational innovation.

As noted above, AMS established its Web Site and E-mail communications systems in 1991.  As
an early adopter of the new information transfer technologies, AMS has made a substantial
commitment to a different style of operations compared to the pre-1991 mode.

The company operates a virtual extended enterprise with rapid intercommunication through all
levels of the organization.  Their motivating factors were: significant cost savings, more current
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information simply and readily accessible, (for customers, suppliers, and AMS); faster, simpler
negotiating processes; and higher rates of customer satisfaction.

Product innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Diversification New markets for product
range

# New customers – K&S is first of many more
expected over the next year

Differentiation AMS dominates the
market with customized
customer solutions

Although new competitors are emerging AMS is
able to hold its price points in the marketplace

Customization All systems are customer –
specific

On-site staff feed nascent
requirements to AMS
enabling design to begin
in advance of formal
requirements

Electronic design and Electronic commerce
enable rapid responsiveness to customer needs

Rapid turnaround on new system designs

Bundling No Comments
Other:
Other
Other:

Process Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Design Faster more current
information

Innovation cycle much shorter
Shorter product development cycle

Logistics
Production lines Just in time purchasing Lower inventory costs
Co-ordination Integration of supply chain Fewer suppliers, longer-term relationships

Better understanding of requirements
Other:
Other
Other:
Relational Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or

measurement
Expansion
Segmentation
Trust Instant access, greater

frequency of contacts
critically enhanced
through speed

Simpler negotiations, lock-in of customers
Better access to supplies

Loyalty Instant access, greater
frequency of contacts
critically enhanced
through speed

Simpler negotiations, lock-in of customers
Better access to supplies

Other:

The company expected to deal with fewer suppliers and to have better integration with both
suppliers and customers.

Intermediaries operating through non-electronic channels will not be included in the AMS
model.
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2.4 Obstacles and Advantages

Operating costs for remote mining operations and equipment diagnostics can be prohibitive.
Affordable and flexible telecommunications infrastructure is necessary for the AMS product and
services offerings.  Consequently, deregulation of the telecommunication industry is a
precondition of AMS market entry.

It is not possible for AMS to penetrate a new market effectively until telecommunication
infrastructure is available and the costs for services provided makes a telemining solution a
cost-effective alternate to traditional extraction methods.

Reducing costs and opening greater service variety are key elements in AMS market
penetration.

The company considers deregulation to be the largest single factor permitting the adoption of
the extended enterprise model founded on Electronic commerce.

The recent deregulation of the German telecommunication industry has opened up this market
to AMS products and services.  It has also enabled the rapid development of this market and
has facilitated the forging of strong levels of trust between AMS and its customers in Germany.

Bandwidth and DSL line availability are critical determinants in exploiting Electronic commerce
potential. As costs decrease and DSL lines are made available in North America, AMS expects to
implement an even more-fully integrated Electronic commerce operation. Appropriate costing
parameters, such as pay as you play would further enhance the expansion potential.

Non-acceptance of electronic audit trails is an obstacle.  Accounting, auditing, and finance
departments are reluctant to operate within a framework where traditional audit trails are not
available (i.e. an electronic versus a paper audit trail).

2.4.1 Telecommunications Infrastructure

The relatively low cost of telecommunication services in North America has contributed to the
rapid and extensive growth of Electronic commerce on this continent.

Reliability of the dedicated ISDN network has also been a positive factor.

Cable-based broadband, on the other hand, has not been reliable.

European deregulation processes are proceeding more slowly than those in North America,
limiting AMS product and service offerings in Europe to those regions at the forefront of the
European process.

According to the respondent, the telecom service providers in North America (the most
advanced in deregulation) do not yet offer a sufficient range of services to encourage wide-
ranging Electronic commerce.
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2.4.2 Regulatory Factors

Required levels of transaction security encouraged Electronic commerce.

Most supply purchases are by credit card.

Authentication and certification systems generated trust and encouraged Electronic commerce.
This is less true for finance and accounting departments than it is for purchasing, for example.

Legal structures were in place to encourage Electronic commerce.

Protection of intellectual property was not a factor.

In summary, secure transactions, certification systems and adequate legal structures all
encouraged the adoption of Electronic commerce. The protection of intellectual property has
not been an issue for AMS.

2.4.3 Internal Factors

Existing in-house technologies are now sufficient to support Electronic commerce.

Existing staff training and skill levels were insufficient for Electronic commerce, but hiring and
training have developed the necessary skills.

Costs of engaging in Electronic Commerce could easily be justified.

Management was proactive in developing Electronic commerce business plans.

In summary, AMS originally had inadequate technology to support Electronic commerce.  The
telecommunications service offerings in Canada lacked variety, were overpriced and inflexible.
With telecom deregulation, these problems have been solved.

In the beginning, the staff had insufficient skills to function in the new environment. This was
overcome by training and replacement of staff that could not adapt. The move to Electronic
commerce was justified by higher productivity. Since telecommunication technology is an
integral part of the AMS products, management was naturally and fully supportive of Electronic
commerce.

2.4.4 External Factors

Human factors encouraged the use of Electronic commerce.

Competition between transaction systems did not discourage Electronic commerce except in
accounting and finance where EDI is still preferred over EDI over Internet.

Brand image was an asset in establishing the Electronic commerce profile of the firm.

Electronic commerce encouraged more flexible commercial structures enabling AMS to operate
as a virtual extended enterprise.
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2.4.5 Strategic Factors

Electronic commerce encouraged lock-in strategies.

Electronic commerce decreased the cost of reaching new customers and/or suppliers.

Adequate intermediation services were not a problem.  This is largely so because, except for
distributors of components, there are no intermediaries.

On balance, Electronic commerce facilitated the management of business relationships.

2.4.6 Government Policy

Taxation measures, financial support for R&D diffusion or uptake, awareness raising &
demonstration programs had no perceived effects.

The education system provided adequately trained personnel to engage in Electronic commerce.

Training programs supported the firm’s development and its capacity to engage in Electronic
commerce.

Government provision of on-line electronic services had a positive effect in drawing customers
and suppliers into the Electronic commerce environment.

In summary, government initiatives apart from education and training were seen to be
peripheral, at best.  Programs such as taxation measures, R&D support and demonstration
programs had no effect on the company’s adoption of E-based technology.

According to a company official, the most useful measures a government could take to
stimulate the growth of Electronic commerce are:

Deregulate the Telecommunication Industry,

Closely monitor the industry consolidation after deregulation and

Actively foster competition in the Telecommunication Sector.
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2.5 Impacts

Electronic commerce has altered fundamentally the functions and transaction processes within
the company. Its entire extended enterprise relies on the Electronic commerce technology
without which the virtual structure could not exist.

The actual impacts of Electronic commerce on business functions related to transaction process
are summarised below:

Core business function Impact Benchmark or measurement
Advertising Reduced costs 50% budget reduction
Catalogues and Stock Lists Reduced costs 50% budget reduction

Faster retrieval 90% improvement in access ratesInformation Services
More current info All material (100%) is current (E30)

Negotiation Faster, simpler. Atmosphere of
trust

Smoother faster negotiations and sales
closings throughout enterprise (E11),
(E12)

Ordering Faster, more accurate 100% correct parts delivery – next day
(E5)

Billing and Payment Faster, more accurate 50% reduction in aged receivable days
(E10)

Finance NA
Delivery Improved tracking # Shipments lost (near zero) (E31)
Delivery Delivery faster and more

reliable
Increased speed of delivery

Information capture More info, better info, faster
info

Information management Formalised system Integrated MIS in place
Market Analysis Little impact
Market Development Ready and accessible

presentations on current
products and services available
to potential customers as and
when they choose to access it

High levels of customer satisfaction
Increased inquiries on products and
systems from previously unidentified
potential customers (E32), (E33)

The company’s main objective - to operate a virtual extended enterprise with rapid
intercommunication through all levels of the organisation – has been achieved.  This has
produced: cost savings throughout the enterprise; more current information that is simply and
readily accessible; faster simpler negotiations; and higher rates of customer satisfaction.
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2.5.1 Impacts of Electronic Commerce on Business Practices

Product innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Diversification New markets for product range

(E13), (E7), (E14)
 One new customers – K&S is first of
many more expected over the next year
(E21), (E22)

Differentiation AMS dominates the market with
customized customer solutions

Although new competitors are emerging
AMS is able to hold its price points in the
marketplace  (E26)

Customization All systems are customer –
specific

On-site staff feed nascent
requirements to AMS enabling
design to begin in advance of
formal requirements

Electronic design and Electronic
commerce enable rapid responsiveness
to customer needs  (E18), (E19),
(E20)

Rapid turnaround on new system
designs

Bundling
Process innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric

Design Faster more current information Innovation cycle much shorter
Shorter product development cycle
(E27), (E25)

Logistics
Production lines Just in time purchasing Lower inventory costs (E16)
Co-ordination Integration of supply chain Fewer suppliers, longer-term

relationships (E17)
Better understanding of requirements

Relational innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Expansion
Segmentation
Trust Instant access, greater

frequency of contacts critically
enhanced through speed

Simpler negotiations, lock-in of
customers (E11)
Better access to supplies  (E28), (E29)

Loyalty Instant access, greater
frequency of contacts critically
enhanced through speed

Simpler negotiations, lock-in of
customers (E12)
Better access to supplies

2.5.2 Impacts Of Electronic Commerce On The Business Environment In The Value
Chain

A reduction in the number of suppliers rationalised the supply chain resulting in fewer
transactions.  The nature of suppliers has changed from principally components suppliers to
mainly sub assemblers and/or components distributors. (E17)

Co–location of AMS staff with the main customer (INCO) has resulted in products and services
being closely targeted to meet the customer’s requirements.  At first this appears contradictory
to a relationship at a distance facilitated by Electronic commerce transaction tools.  (E23),
(E24), (E25)
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In reality, AMS reports excellent customer (INCO) response and a keen awareness in AMS of
customer requirements leading to better more efficient design and production of equipment and
services.

This co-location would be impossible without internal Electronic commerce transaction and
communications tools.

The role of locating employees with key customers supported by good Electronic commerce
technology is a major finding and should be highlighted.  It is out of the ordinary, and should
be discussed at length.

2.5.3 Gains or Losses Significantly Attributable to Electronic Commerce

AMS has found that Electronic commerce operation require fewer, more skilled employees. The
same productivity is accomplished with 50% fewer employees. The profitability of the company
increases 2% per year.

Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Employment Higher skill jobs, better

productivity per employee
50% reduction in staff, higher education levels

Turnover Move from slowing growth to
stable and forecast rapid
growth

Revenues generated

Profitability Increasing Rate of increase is 2% per year.

Key elements are the role of Electronic commerce in product development, the issue of
continuing to place employees at key customers, the manpower impact of acquiring necessary
skills, and the gains in productivity and profitability.

It is a small company with few customers.  Demanding users of its technologies drives it.
Conventional Electronic commerce applications such as procurement and marketing are
interesting but pale in comparison.
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Automated Mining Systems

Electronic Commerce Innovations
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3.1 Introduction

Lindsay Electronics is the single operating division of J. E. Thomas Specialties, A privately held
Canadian enterprise.  Lindsay Electronics produces Radio Frequency (RF) distribution products
primarily for the CATV and wired communications industries.  The products include: Hardline
Passives, Subscriber Amplifiers, Apartment Amplifiers, Power Passing Multi-taps, and
Distribution Amplifiers.  Lindsay has been a supplier of off the shelf components and
technologies to Automated Mining Systems as part of an IMT project. Their main markets are
not manufacturing companies.

Lindsay Electronics employs 150 people in Canada.  National revenues for 1999 were not
disclosed but are under $ 50 million CDN.  There are no foreign operations.

Lindsay Electronics has between 100 and 1000 suppliers and between 10 and 100 customers.

Lindsay Electronics has 75% of its customer base outside Canada.

Between 25 and 50% of Lindsay Electronics suppliers are based abroad.

In the supplier marketplace there are over 20 intermediaries; in the customer marketplace,
there are between 10 and 20 intermediaries.

Suppliers and customers are distributed as follows:

Category Very Small
Firms

SMEs Large
Firms

Very Large
Firms

Public Sector Individuals

Suppliers 0% 20% 30% 50% 0% 0%
Customers 0% 0% 10% 90% 0% 0%

Suppliers, customers, and competitors enter and exit the market “rarely”.  Key intermediaries
“sometimes” enter and exit the marketplace.

Major suppliers, customers and competitors have a “high” influence on market structure and
conditions.  Key intermediaries have a “moderate” influence.

3.1.1 Business Profile of the Firm

Lindsay Electronics produces high-end RF distribution products.  The company is known
worldwide for the quality of its products. The quality is measured by mean time between
failures and the clarity of signal transmission. Lindsay Electronics sells almost exclusively to
cable TV network installers in the US, Latin and South America, and in Europe. Canadian sales
are about 15% of the total.

3 Lindsay Electronics Report
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The company's products are stable with minor enhancements over time.  Pricing is also stable
for most of the product range. Competition and customer expectations are restricting price
increases.

Lindsay Electronics has just supplied its first prototypes of RF distribution amplifiers to
Automated Mining Systems, in Aurora Ontario. These amplifiers are included in the RoboMiner
automated system developed in partnership with INCO.

Most of the company’s transaction structure is described as somewhat of an anachronism in
North America.  It is largely paper-based and relies extensively on trust and long-time nurtured
relationships.

The supplier and distributor marketplaces are changing due in large part to electronic
commerce.

Suppliers have traditionally determined factor input prices, Lindsay being too small a customer
to be able to negotiate large volume price reductions.

Lindsay Electronics has reduced the number of its suppliers and has established long-term
relationships with those that remain.

Lindsay electronics is also buying components directly from offshore electronics component
manufacturers to bypass North American distributors thereby lowering costs. (E1)

The sales distributor network remains important to international sales (essential in markets such
as Brazil).

Prices are set through the distribution network.  Lindsay Electronics sets base prices with
discounts based on volume sales.

Distributors and customers purchase products from catalogues at fixed, non-negotiable prices.
(There are volume-related discounts, also fixed).

Lindsay Electronics recently introduced a lower-end tap to be more competitive in South
American markets.  This tap is produced to company specifications in Taiwan and shipped
directly to customers around the world.  This product is as robust as the high-end unit, but
includes fewer functions in keeping with the market requirements for lower prices.

All high-end products are manufactured at the plant in Lindsay, Ontario. Subassemblies are
purchased through suppliers.  Components are purchased through distributors or directly from
manufacturers where possible.

Lindsay Electronics does its own design. Most products are assembled from electronics
components purchased from manufacturers or distributors.  Since the components are
substitutable, there is no supplier dependency.

Due to low volume requirements, Lindsay Electronics is often forced to buy from distributors
instead of going directly to the manufacturer.  Availability of components is not an issue, but
distributors exercise strong control on prices.
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3.1.2 Value Chain for the Firm

Design/Assembly/IntegrationDesign/Assembly/Integration

CustomersCustomers

Component 
Manufacturer
Component 

Manufacturer

Lindsay Electronics Value Chain

DistributorsDistributors

Internal
Sub Assembly

Internal
Sub Assembly

External 
Sub Assembly

External 
Sub Assembly

Sales AgentsSales AgentsDistributorsDistributors
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3.2 Technology Profile

3.2.1 Customers
This section looks at electronic systems used to deal with customers.  CATV and other video
system customers make up the vast majority of Lindsay Electronics' customer base.  In the case
of IMT it appears that electronic means are not used to support co-development.  Until recently,
IMT business could be classed as fortuitous and not actively sought by Lindsay.  The Automated
Mining Systems order has sparked interest in other IMT applications for Lindsay Electronics' RF
communications technologies.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
which business activities with customers.

EDI EDI over Internet E-mail WWW
Advertising X X
Catalogues & stock lists X X
Information services X X
Negotiation X
Ordering X
Billing and payment
Finance
Delivery X X X

South American and European sales are through distributors using catalogues. Catalogues can
be downloaded.  Prices are not included and must be obtained directly from Lindsay Electronics.
Orders are received via telephone with E-mail follow-up.  One sales agent in California
coordinates most sales in Latin and South America. (E2)

In Canada and the USA, distributors and customers can order directly from the Lindsay Web
Site.  In practice, most continue to purchase through Lindsay Electronics’ North American sales
network, made up of internal sales staff.

In all markets, orders are confirmed with a paper order delivered through fax, courier, or by
mail.

Lindsay Electronics tracks shipments over EDI and MRP.  (E3)

Lindsay Electronics is in the beta test phase of a more comprehensive electronic commerce
system.
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Lindsay Electronics has migrated from the following networks or applications to another for
customers:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising TO TO
Catalogues & stock lists TO
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering TO TO TO
Billing and payment TO
Finance
Delivery FROM TO TO

Advertising and Catalogues are becoming increasingly electronic, downloadable from the
corporate Web site.

There is a gradual trend towards use of an Extranet for billing and payment, although the
current system is still paper-based.

Electronic transactions with customers are used to support the following business functions.

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development X

Lindsay Electronics is in the process of introducing an MRP system that will integrate
information management and capture.

3.2.2 Suppliers

The supplier side is fairly predictable.  Distributors have been very active in E-commerce to the
benefit of their customers.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
business activities with suppliers.

EDI EDI over Internet E-mail WWW
Advertising X X
Catalogues & stock lists X X
Information services X X
Negotiation X
Ordering X X X
Billing and payment
Finance
Delivery X X

Lindsay Electronics has 400 suppliers.  20% of these supply 80% of Lindsay Electronics’
requirements.
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At present, the sale of electronics components is a seller's market.  Lindsay Electronics must
buy mostly through distributors who set and control prices.
Transactions with offshore suppliers are completed almost entirely by electronic means.

The Taiwanese manufacturer of the lower-end tap unit drop ships directly to the foreign
distributor, or customers. Either the territorial distributor or Lindsay Electronics tracks shipments
through Electronic commerce or other means.

Domestic and US suppliers use a mixture of Electronic commerce and traditional transaction
methods.

Circuit board design drawings are sent via EDI or EDI over Internet to sub assemblers for
manufacture. (E4)

Lindsay Electronics plans to use Electronic commerce transactions with its North American
suppliers to: promote just-in-time processes, lock-in long-term suppliers, expand markets, and
reduce costs.

The migration from one network or application to another for business activities with suppliers
is summarized below:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering FROM TO TO TO
Billing and payment
Finance
Delivery TO TO TO

Lindsay Electronics has moved to Electronic Commerce when dealing with offshore suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors, and customers to increase speed, shorten cycle times, improve
delivery performance and reduce costs.

Electronic transactions with suppliers are used to support the following business functions:

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development X

The new MRP system captures and manages information.  It tracks deliveries, inventories,
demand cycles, supplier delivery performance, etc.
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3.3 Interview Response

3.3.1 Motivation

The motivation appears to concentrate on its main businesses such as CATV.  Thus there is a
fairly well understood development production, and distribution cycle.

Lindsay Electronics expected shorter cycle times, more reliability, and reduced costs.

The table below summarises the expectations.

Core business function Expected effects Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

More market penetration More salesAdvertising
More quotations and inquiries

Customer may access at his
convenience

Number of Web Site hitsCatalogues and Stock
Lists

Current pricing instantly
available

Information Services

Faster and cheaper Lower costsNegotiation

Faster and cheaper Lower costsOrdering
Reduced cycle time Shorter order cycle

Billing and Payment

Finance

Quicker, more visibility into
process

Fewer lost shipments
Greater reliability

Delivery

Internet always on – info
always available

Information capture

Ease of access Lowest cost for system maintenanceInformation
Management Timely information

Review of customer Web sites
reveals new market trends

Better market intelligenceMarket Analysis

Better demand forecasting Supply may be adjusted in anticipation
of demand

Market Development Better, more timely intelligence Better, more timely intelligence

The company relies on product/process innovation and cost reduction to maintain the profit
margin. Product innovation was described as relatively unimportant currently.  Time to market
was described as becoming more important as fibre optic cable begins to connect to end-users
in the home.  Wireless communications technologies will further increase the requirement to
offer new products faster.

Electronic Commerce is facilitating electronic auctions on the Internet to find supply sources
when product is required immediately and normal supply chains are unable to meet the
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demand.  In general, it was expected that lower price sources able to meet delivery
requirements would be located more often and more easily and quickly.

Electronic Commerce was said to be pertinent to faster, more comprehensive information
capture and management.  Lindsay Electronics expected to improve the quality of market
analysis and development of offshore markets.

Product Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Diversification Research tool
Differentiation None
Customisation None
Bundling None
Other:
Other
Other:

Process Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Design None
Logistics Faster Delivery
Production lines None
Co-ordination None
Other:

Relational Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Expansion International markets More foreign customers
Segmentation
Trust Lasting, nurtured relationship Better information flows for Electronic

Commerce based sales.
Loyalty Lasting, nurtured relationship   Better information flows for Electronic

Commerce based sales.

The company expects to use Electronic Commerce to penetrate new markets.

3.4 Obstacles and Advantages

The internal and external factors that acted as either obstacles or positive catalysts in exploiting
the potential of Electronic Commerce are summarised below:

3.4.1 Telecommunications Infrastructure

Lindsay Electronics said that the telecommunications infrastructure encouraged their adoption
of Electronic Commerce.

3.4.2 Regulatory Factors

Lindsay Electronics was comfortable with security levels, authentication and certification, legal
structures, and IP protection afforded.  All encouraged Electronic Commerce adoption.
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3.4.3 Internal Factors

Although existing in-house technologies and senior management support were sufficient to
support Electronic Commerce, existing staff training and skills levels were insufficient. The
investment costs are nonetheless described as being easily justified.

3.4.4 External Factors

Human factors, transaction systems, brand image and existing commercial structures
encouraged Electronic Commerce adoption.

3.4.5 Strategic Factors

For Lindsay Electronics, Electronic Commerce encouraged lock-in strategies, and decreased the
cost of reaching new customers and suppliers.

Intermediation services were easy to establish when required.

On balance, Electronic Commerce facilitated the management of business relationships.

3.4.6 Government Policy

Government policy is generally described as irrelevant.  The only exception is the education
system that provides adequately trained personnel to engage in Electronic Commerce.

Lindsay Electronics believes that government should ensure the security of Electronic
Commerce transactions, provide guidelines for telecommunications deregulation, and then “get
out of the way” so as not to slow the market-driven process of change.
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3.5 Impacts

The actual impacts of Electronic Commerce on business functions related to transaction process
are summarised below:

Core business function Impact Benchmark or measurement
More market penetration (E5) More salesAdvertising

More quotations and inquiries
Customer may access at his
convenience

Number of Web Site hitsCatalogues and Stock Lists

Current pricing instantly
available (E6)

Information Services

Negotiation Faster and cheaper Lower costs
Ordering

Faster and cheaper Lower costs
Reduced cycle time Shorter order cycleBilling and Payment

Finance
Delivery

Information Capture Quicker, more visibility into
process

Fewer lost shipments
Greater reliability (E7)

Information Management Internet always on – info
always available
Ease of access Lowest cost for system maintenanceMarket Analysis
Timely information

Market Development Review of customer Web sites
reveals new market trends

Better market intelligence (F1)

Better demand forecasting Supply may be adjusted in anticipation
of demand (E8)

Better, more timely intelligence Better, more timely intelligence

Most effort has been on the supplier side; customer-focused efforts are next to come.

For suppliers, the impacts are better partnering, stronger loyalty, win-win lock-in strategies and
enhanced supplier relations.

For customers, Electronic Commerce has helped market expansion.
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A summary of Electronic Commerce impacts on general business practices follows:

Product innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Diversification None
Differentiation Electronic Commerce facilitates

the delivery of more complete
product information.  This helps
Lindsay explain the quality built
into their products, enabling
Lindsay to justify premium
prices. (E10)

Electronic Commerce allows
Lindsay to supply its low-end
taps very rapidly.

Customers understanding the value in
the higher-quality systems means
increased market share for Lindsay.

More sales lead to greater revenues and
higher profits.

Lindsay market share for low-end taps is
growing.

Customisation When Automated Mining
Systems searched the Internet
for a potential supplier for an
RF distribution amplifier for
Telemining operations, they
found it on the Lindsay
Electronics Web Site. (E11)

Lindsay recently shipped its first two
mining RF distribution prototypes to
AMS, thereby expanding its product
range into a new industrial sector.

Bundling
Process innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric

Design Lindsay has lowered production
costs for existing designs via
Electronic Commerce.

Components are now sourced through
the Internet directly from Asian
manufacturers, bypassing North
American distributors. (E12)

Logistics Delivery tracking is better Unit shipping costs are lower.
Production lines Virtual, extended enterprise

thanks to Electronic Commerce
Asian factories building to Lindsay E-
mailed design specifications and drop
shipping to distributors or customers.
(E13)

Co-ordination
Relational innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric

Expansion Web Site attracted new
industry sector

Lindsay supplying telemining equipment

Segmentation Electronic Commerce enables
Lindsay to offer low-end taps to
South American markets while
maintaining reasonable
margins.

Sales of low-end taps increasing in these
markets, greater revenues, more profits
to Lindsay.

Trust
Loyalty

Electronic Commerce has contributed to stable employment patterns, stable turnover rates, and
increasing profitability for Lindsay Electronics.  Lindsay has benefited from their Electronic
Commerce efforts in that they were identified (based on an Internet search) as a potential
supplier to Automated Mining Systems.  The Lindsay Electronics' Web Site has opened another
industrial sector for the company's RF Distribution amplifiers and related components.
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Lindsay Electronics

Electronic Commerce Innovations

Transaction Preparation Transaction Completion Production
Support
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4.1 Introduction

Automation Tooling Systems (ATS) is a Canadian multi-national enterprise producing Industrial
Automation Systems and Precision Components.

The customer breakdown for 1999 is as follows; automotive sector (50%), Computer /
Electronics (34%), Healthcare (5%) and other sectors (8%).  These percentages vary year over
year.  For example, health care is forecasted to grow rapidly in both relative and absolute
terms.

ATS employs approximately 1610 people in Canada.  Worldwide employment figures were not
available.

National revenues for 1999 were  $400 million CDN with world revenues reaching $ 530 million
CDN in the same year.  There are five Canadian subsidiaries and branch subsidiaries in seven
other countries.

ATS has over 1000 suppliers and between 100 and 1000 customers.

ATS has 20 to 50% of its customer base outside Canada.  Less than 25 % of ATS suppliers are
based abroad.

In the supplier marketplace there are over 20 intermediaries; in the customer marketplace,
there are between 5 and 10 intermediaries.

Suppliers and customers are distributed as follows:

Category Very Small
Firms

SMEs Large
Firms

Very Large
Firms

Public Sector Individuals

Suppliers 1% 8% 30% 60% 0% 1%
Customers 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%

All major market actors, suppliers, customers, competitors and intermediaries, enter and exit
the market “sometimes”.

Major suppliers have a moderate influence on market structure and conditions.

Major customers and competitors, have high influence.

Key intermediaries have low influence.

4.1.1 Business Profile of the Firm

ATS is a manufacturer of high-quality automated manufacturing systems for a wide range of
industrial sectors, including automotive, electronics and health care. The expansion into the
health care sector is fairly recent and has potential for significant growth.

4 ATS Report
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The products are material in character with small to medium software content.  The
depreciation cycle varies with the sector - as short as one year for automotive and as long as 20
years in other sectors.

ATS equipment normally lasts beyond the useful life of the manufacturing plants in which it is
installed.

ATS is a medium sized company.  It does not mass-produce products, rather integrates
technologies into custom or semi-custom installations.  Because of its low volumes, it procures
through distributors primarily.

ATS Canada manufactures about 70 automated production lines per year. Each one is
customized to meet the customer's detailed specifications and require long lead times.

Negotiations with the customers are typically face-to-face.

The equipment is designed, manufactured and assembled at the ATS plant. Special provisions
are made to facilitate shipping and installation at the customer's plant.

When the equipment is ready, the customer is invited to attend a test run to verify that the
specifications are met.

Upon acceptance the equipment is shipped to the customer's plant where ATS staff will install
and test the equipment before hand over.

ATS also can remotely monitor its systems either through the Internet or private networks.
This brings a high level of support with associated revenues. (E1)

ATS has all the required staff in-house to design, manufacture and operate the automated
production lines. This enables the company to solve any problem that may arise.

The plant is now at its optimum size and further expansion will take the form of cloning other
stand-alone manufacturing facilities.

Since the equipment manufactured by ATS is highly customized, its development is an iterative
process.  It is, therefore, essential that ATS has the capability to solve the multitude of design,
manufacture and operation problems in-house.

Some sub-assembled components are bought. Raw materials are cut and shaped to fit the
required tolerance and production specifications. Design and software are developed in-house.
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4.1.2 Value Chain for the Firm

ATS Value ChainATS Value Chain

CustomersCustomers

Component 
Manufacturer
Component 

Manufacturer

DistributorsDistributors

Assembly/IntegrationAssembly/Integration

DistributorsDistributors

Internal
Sub Assembly

Internal
Sub Assembly

SoftwareSoftware

Component 
Manufacturer
Component 

Manufacturer

CustomersCustomers

Parts Business Automation Business
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Technology Profile

4.1.3 Customers

ATS' business approach generally accommodates custom built products.  Whereas all products
are customised to user requirements, ATS systems are essentially produced from groupings of
standard products.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
which business activities with customers.

EDI EDI over Internet E-mail WWW
Advertising X
Catalogues & stock lists
Information services X X X X
Negotiation X
Ordering X
Billing and payment X
Finance
Delivery X X

ATS can remotely monitor their installations.

The use of electronic technology is often limited by the customer's ability to function in this
environment.

In its interactions with its customers ATS has migrated to the following networks or
applications:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising TO
Catalogues & stock lists
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering FROM TO TO
Billing and payment FROM TO
Finance
Delivery

ATS intends to enable customers to check the status of their order electronically within the next
five years.  (F1)

Electronic transactions with customers are used to support any of the following business
functions.

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development X
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The transactions and production support system as a whole has been described as “Islands of
Automation and Islands of Information”. A J.D. Edwards system is being implemented.

Current production control software is designed for repetitive production of non-custom items.
There is little if any software available for custom-build operations.  Thus the majority of
production control is done with in-house computer solutions based on Excel as an example.
The scheduling software is Primavera.

4.1.4 Suppliers

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
business activities with suppliers.

EDI EDI over Internet E-mail WWW

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists X
Information services X X
Negotiation
Ordering
Billing and payment
Finance
Delivery X

There is no Electronic Commerce based differentiation among suppliers to ATS.  All ATS
suppliers are treated in the same manner in terms of Electronic Commerce.

The migration from one network or application to another for business activities with suppliers
is summarized below:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists TO TO TO
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering
Billing and payment TO TO TO
Finance
Delivery

Management in ATS is predisposed to a greater use of Electronic Commerce for supplier
transactions, but has concluded that costs outweigh advantages at this stage in ATS corporate
growth. (F1)

Electronic transactions with suppliers are used to support the following business functions:

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development NA
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ATS uses a purchasing system called Focus that has been customised to ATS’ needs.  Focus
tracks purchase orders and inventory, receiving and bills of materials. (E2), (E3), (F5)

4.2 Interview Response

4.2.1 Motivation

ATS has low expectations regarding the potential impact of Electronic Commerce on the
transaction process:

Core Business Function Expected Effects Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Advertising NA NA
Catalogues and Stock Lists Up to date information Reduction in ordering wrong components

Better knowledge of fit within
industry

Better customer targetingInformation Services

More leads converted to sales Number of leads converted to sales
Negotiation Faster process Quicker deals
Ordering More business Shorter purchasing cycle

Better cash flow Cash flows less lumpyBilling and Payment
Less support staff Higher proportion of  high - skilled jobs

Finance NA NA
Delivery Ensure delivery Fewer lost or delayed shipments
Information Capture Remote Diagnostics Faster cheaper repairs.  Reduced

customer down time.
Information Management Remote Diagnostics Better feedback on system performance

enabling design changes as needed
Market Analysis NA NA
Market Development NA NA

One can understand the low expectations.  ATS faces a virtual monopsony in the automotive
sector that is its major market.

There are perhaps ten major customers, all with the market power to impose their standards on
ATS.  The standards often go beyond technical aspects to accounting and human resources
practices as the auto firms try to control costs.

The health care market is growing with respect to its automation needs and ATS is well
positioned to grow rapidly within this sector.

The electronics sector has even fewer players.
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ATS expected effects in product, process, and relational innovation.

Product Innovation Expected Effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Diversification X Expansion into new sectors
Growth of health care segment

Differentiation X
Customisation X Faster design to customer alterations in

specifications
Bundling X Increased service offerings & sales
Other:
Other
Other:
Process Innovation
Design X Shorter design cycle –higher accuracy
Logistics
Production lines
Co-ordination
Other:
Other
Other:
Relational Innovation
Expansion X More interest in products manifested

from new industry sectors
Segmentation X
Trust X
Loyalty X
Other:

4.3 Obstacles and Advantages

4.3.1 Telecommunications Infrastructure

ATS considered that the telecommunications infrastructure (costs, network reliability and
network flexibility) had “no effect” in determining the adoption of Electronic Commerce in the
firm.

4.3.2 Regulatory Factors

ATS was comfortable with the level of security and IP protection afforded.  Legal structures
were deemed to be insufficient.  Examples cited included sign offs on engineering drawings and
contracts, etc.  Authentication and certification were not a factor.

4.3.3 Internal Factors

Although existing staff training and skills level are sufficient for Electronic Commerce, existing
in-house technologies do not support it.  The investment costs are not easily justified and senior
management remains reluctant to proceed with a more full-scale roll out of Electronic
Commerce at this time.  If value for money can be demonstrated, senior management will
approve a more full-scale electronic commerce rollout for ATS.
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4.3.4 External Factors

ATS stated that transaction systems that are not 100% interoperable discourage Electronic
Commerce.  Human factors, brand image, and existing commercial structures are not pertinent.

4.3.5 Strategic Factors

For ATS, Electronic Commerce encouraged lock-in strategies, but increased the costs of
reaching new customers and suppliers because of internal infrastructure investments required.
Intermediation services were not a factor.

On balance, ATS considers Electronic Commerce to have facilitated the management of
business relationships.

4.3.6 Government Policy

Government policy is generally described as irrelevant.  The exceptions are positive views on
government training programs and negative perceptions regarding the education system.

ATS believes that government should include more business elements in the curriculum for
students.

There should be more fundamental training on how computers work as well as on what they
can do.

There should be courses on business operating systems, and on how computers are used in this
context.
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4.4 Impacts

The actual impacts of Electronic Commerce on business functions related to transaction process
are summarised below:

Core Business Function Impact Benchmark or Measurement
Advertising
Catalogues and Stock Lists Faster, more convenient, more

comprehensive, up-to-date info
available for customers as they
need it

Number of hits. (E4), (F2)
System too new to be measured now.

Electronic Commerce (Web
Site) has stimulated word of
mouth promotion of ATS

Business tripled since 1998 (E5)Information Services

Backs up trade show presence
Negotiation New medical products line –

first contact a trade show, face
to face

Speedier process, more frequent
customer contact, building trust (E6)

Ordering NA
Finance NA
Delivery NA
Information Capture Better access to supplier

information – prices and
product availability (E7)

Information Management
Market Analysis
Market Development Electronic Commerce has

facilitated market development
in health care sector as follow
on to trade show contacts.

Sales in this sector have tripled (E8)

The impacts on general business processes is much more limited.

The design cycle is both faster and more accurate.  The medical products market is expanding
rapidly. (E9)

The impacts in the value chain relate to efficiency gains in a few processes such as accounting
and design. (E10)

Higher quality employment has resulted with a 50% reduction in accounting staff offset by
increases in design and other higher quality staff positions.

Better program management is evident – sales volume has tripled with only a 50% staff
increase. (E11)

Faster more accurate designing has led to a tripling in sales output with only a doubling in
design staff. (E12)
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4.4.1 Impacts of Electronic Commerce on Business Practices

Product innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Diversification
Differentiation
Customisation
Bundling

Process innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Design Shortened cycle

Better accuracy
Logistics
Production lines
Co-ordination

Relational innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Expansion Medical market growing rapidly
Segmentation
Trust
Loyalty

4.4.2 Impacts Of Electronic Commerce On The Business Environment In The Value
Chain

Higher quality employment, much improved productivity.  Faster, better design process

4.4.3 Gains or Losses Significantly Attributable to Electronic Commerce

Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Employment Higher quality employment. 50% reduction in accounting staff
Turnover Better program

management
50% staff increase for tripling in sales volume

Profitability Faster more accurate
designs

100% increase in design staff for 300% increase in
sales output

ATS has implemented an electronic brochure, improved promotion and raised its credibility
through good marketing.  The limited impacts from other areas reflect the customized nature of
their products.  (E13)

The health care sector has a very large number of customers and presents a different type of
marketing problem where Electronic Commerce may help. (F3), (F4)

ATS has evolved from a small entrepreneurial tooling company into a medium sized
multinational.  Future growth will not mean increasing the capacity of its current headquarters
building.  Instead, new divisions will be opened at different sites.

The background of the company is in machining and machine design.  The management has
grown up with the evolution of factory automation and has the skills necessary to take
advantage of design automation and the co-development of products with other firms.  This has
made ATS one of the leading automation companies in North America.
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Even with this strong technical and design capability, ATS has little market power with respect
to EDI in the auto and electronics sectors.  Both sectors are busily writing the book on supply
chain management and companies such as ATS have to adapt to their demands.  Thus their
management is faced with the problem of accommodating to many other systems and
controlling the costs and complications involved.
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Automated Tooling Systems

Electronic Commerce Innovations

Transaction Preparation Transaction Completion Production
Support
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5.1 Introduction

Rockwell Automation is a subsidiary of a US-based multi-national enterprise producing Industrial
Process Controls for Manufacturing Processes & Electrical Power Distribution

Rockwell Automation manufactures controllers and electrical gear.  There is also a distribution
operation for other Rockwell products in Canada.

Rockwell Automation employs 1372 people in Canada.  There are no foreign operations.

National revenues for 1999 were  $500 million CDN.

Rockwell Automation has over 1000 suppliers and over 1000 customers.

Rockwell Automation has less than 25% of its customer base outside Canada.  Less than 25 %
of Rockwell Automation suppliers are based abroad.

In the supplier marketplace there are over 20 intermediaries; in the customer marketplace,
there are over 20 intermediaries.

Suppliers and customers are distributed as follows:

Category Very Small
Firms

SMEs Large
Firms

Very Large
Firms

Public Sector Individuals

Suppliers 5% 15% 38% 40% 2% 0%
Customers 5% 5% 30% 50% 10% 0%

All major market actors, suppliers, customers, competitors and intermediaries, enter and exit
the market “rarely”.

Major suppliers, customers and competitors have a moderate influence on market structure and
conditions.

 Key intermediaries have low influence.

5.1.1 Business Profile of the Firm

Rockwell Automation products fall into two broad categories – commodities and integrated
product / services offerings.  The products are both material and digital.  The product
depreciation cycle varies with customer requirements and applications– as short as one year for
automotive and as long as 20 years for resources extraction and processing.

Category One products are essentially material commodities although some are integrated
subsystems.  A limited range of software products is also sold but is a growing part of the
product offering.  There is a trend toward higher software content in these traditional physical
products.

5 Rockwell Automation Report
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Bundling of services such as maintenance, support,  training as well as asset management is
also offered.

The key to competitiveness in this sector is effective supply chain management aggressive cost
management and speed in meeting customers’ delivery requirements.  Distributors are widely
(but not exclusively) used as intermediaries in the sales process.

In Category Two, Rockwell Automation is positioning itself to be able to deliver bundled
automation process solutions including design, implementation, support, and even operational
process monitoring.  The objective is to deliver seamless integration between business systems
and the plant floor processes. (F1)

Category 1 – commodities, - material and digital
- Material commodities
- Some integrated subsystems
- Some software
- Increasing software content in physical goods
- Sold with bundled services
- Requires aggressive cost control, & speed of response
- Distributors widely used
- Transaction structure changing through internet and purchase bundling
- Order is to Rockwell & distributors deliver, an inversion
- Distributors may bundle Rockwell & other products to integrate solution
- “Disintermediation of distributor
- Rockwell.com and RA.com
- Consolidation of suppliers & distributors

Category 2 – integrated product/service offerings  - material and digital
- Deliver bundled automation process solutions
- Like AMS and ATS
- Small part of business 10% but can grow
- Large purchasers are subjecting Rockwell to Supply Management
- Sold to large customers who would outsource their engineering capability
- Promote enhanced services
- Use software “PowerOne” to configure the product and take the order
- Leads to collaboration in the procurement process

Essentially Rockwell is in two businesses, each facing a different dynamic.  Category 1 or
Business 1 is a commodity business producing controllers and switchgear.  They have classically
been mechanical devices but are increasingly electronic, built from software-configured devices.
Sales are traditionally through distributors.  Suppliers add modest levels of value and so a
price/performance strategy has been appropriate rather than a supply management one.

In the case of larger customers such as MNEs, Rockwell is becoming subject to SUPPLY
MANAGEMENT.  Orders are consolidated and made directly to Rockwell.  The role of distributors
is reduced to local warehousing.  Rockwell itself appears to be supporting this move.

The second business or Business 2 is similar to ATS or AMS.  This is the production of unique
automation solutions directed by the customer.  This requires a change of marketing and design
approach in order to achieve the necessary speed and efficiency.
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Services constitute about 10% of business currently but represent a real growth opportunity for
the future.

In both categories, there is movement by large customers to consolidate purchasing activities to
increase purchasing power, reduce transaction cost and offload logistical support to the
supplier. (E1)

Large customers are also beginning to shop the world and can easily compare prices of
suppliers anywhere in the world via the web. For companies operating in multiple markets
around the world, these pose some new problems and issues.

Multinational customers are beginning to question why they are paying different prices for the
same product in different locales. Global pricing policies are a growing concern and this can
have significant impact both sales and marketing activities of the multinational suppliers. For
example, how do you deal with the local market competitive environment when price and
availability of product are of concern? (E2), (E16)

Category Two products tend to be sold to large customers who are moving towards outsourcing
of some of their internal engineering capabilities as refocus their resources and energies on
their core business processes.

Rockwell Automation recognised this trend to outsourcing services as well as product and has
been promoting enhanced services such as program and project management services for
system design and integration in a bundled product / services offering. (E3), (E17), (E18),
(E19)

The transaction structure for Category One products is changing dramatically through the
application of Electronic commerce from routine to a combination of routine and negotiated.

Large customers are now “bundling” orders for several locations and ordering direct from
Rockwell Automation.  This trend has significant implications for Rockwell’s distributors network
by effectively inverting the process flow.

In the past the customer placed the order with the distributor, the distributor shipped the
product and replenished their inventory by placing orders with Rockwell Automation.

In the new model, the customer places the order with Rockwell Automation who in turn
requests the distributor(s) to ship the product to the customer(s) location(s).

Rockwell Automation issues the consolidated invoice to the customer. The distributor is credited
with the shipment and replenishes his inventory from Rockwell Automation as usual.

Some former distributors are becoming “bundlers” that combine Rockwell Automation products
with other products and services.

Many large customer orders are now direct to the manufacturer.  (E4), (E20), (E21), (E28)

Sales orders are now coming direct from the customer and not necessarily from the distributor.
This disintermediation of the distributor from the order activity is very much of concern to the
distributor and Rockwell Automation. For Category One products the distributor is extremely
important for getting the product to the customer once an order is placed.
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Rockwell Automation becomes the “customer” as well as the supplier.

Rockwell Automation is the supplier in the eyes of the end customer but looks more like a
customer in the eyes of the distributor. There are some serious issues to be addressed in terms
of the impact on the internal business systems employed by both Rockwell Automation and the
distributors.

Margins are reduced as customers expect large volume discounts and Rockwell Automation
looks to take a small fee from providing the facilities to ‘book the order’.

Deliveries are still required in small batches through distributors in diverse locations to reach
the end customer.

Internal systems are not geared to shipping direct to end customers in the case of Category
One products.

Rockwell passes through the (albeit reduced) margin to the distributors acting as “delivery
agents”.

In the case of Category Two products which tend to be configured to order and may have some
engineering content, proposals, orders and production activities are managed by a sophisticated
product configuration and engineering bill of material generator tools.

The product configuration tool (PowerOne) used by customers, salespersons and engineers
generates proposals and can ‘take the order’. The internal tool that takes the order from
PowerOne and puts into the Order Management, Application Engineering and Manufacturing
systems is called Easy Engineer, (ezEng).   (E5)

“Commercial marketing release” looks into the order received from PowerOne to determine
whether a stock product has been requested.  If yes, the system places the order, generates
the bill of material, schedules in the shop and creates demand for parts in the manufacturing
system.

If the product requested requires engineering, the system notifies and schedules application
engineering, electrical and mechanical drafting staff as required.

In this category, there is increasing interest not in traditional transaction based Electronic
Commerce activities but in web-based collaboration. The aim is to reduce of cycle time
associated with drawings approval. (E6), (E22), (E25)

QuoteRockwell.com is a Canadian pilot site designed to create a market place for the suppliers
to the Canadian organization to improve prices. It allows qualified suppliers to quote on parts
and provides resources to support the quoting activities. The site has helped Rockwell improve
on pricing by opening up the bidding process.  (E7), (E29)

RA.COM is a Rockwell web site from which customers can buy direct – bypassing the distributor
network when placing an order. (E23)

Rockwell Automation is starting to see the consolidation of traditional distributors into fewer and
larger organizations.
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The transaction structure for Category Two products continues to evolve.  It is characterised by
strategic relationships, high trust levels, multiple iteration and a wide range of service offerings
to complement Rockwell’s products. (E8), (E24)

Speed in manufacturing and delivering a configured product to the customer is key.

Availability and speed of delivering product to Category One products is key and consideration
is being given to opening up a series of small plants (not more than 200 people) in areas of
customer concentration to deliver products and services faster and at less net cost. (F2)
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5.1.2 Value Chain for the Firm

Assembly / IntegrationAssembly / Integration

CustomersCustomers

Component 
Manufacturer
Component 

Manufacturer

Rockwell Value Chain 1Rockwell Value Chain 1

DistributorsDistributors

SoftwareSoftware

DistributorsDistributors

Sub Assembly
Marketplace

Sub Assembly
Marketplace

Distributor as
Warehouse

Distributor as
Warehouse Rockwell Bulk SalesRockwell Bulk Sales
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Assembly / IntegrationAssembly / Integration

CustomersCustomers

Component 
Manufacturer
Component 

Manufacturer

Rockwell Value Chain 2Rockwell Value Chain 2

DistributorsDistributors

SoftwareSoftware

Project ManagementProject Management

Sub Assembly
Marketplace

Sub Assembly
Marketplace

Operations IntegrationOperations Integration
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5.2 Technology Profile

5.2.1 Customers

The bulk of Rockwell is associated with the commodity item business.  They are subjected to
intense price and design pressure.    Value added networks are expensive and justified only
with very large customers (GM, FORD).  There is a tendency to be forced into adopting
customer systems as part to the OEM’s supply management effort.  There is an inherent conflict
between OEM efforts and those of a supplier with ambitions to service a large number of
customers.  The supplier has an interest in universal codes and practices; otherwise it is forced
to maintain a copy of each customer’s system.  Moving to the WWW and an extranet are
efficient responses.

The second business with custom solutions and a high level of service requires more innovation.
Dedicated software and websites are a response.  This is the most interesting part of Electronic
Commerce.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
which business activities with customers.

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising X X
Catalogues & stock lists X X X X X
Information services X X X X
Negotiation X X X
Ordering X X X X
Billing and payment X
Finance X
Delivery X

EDI over Value Added Networks (VANs) is the implementation of choice for large volume
purchases and sales of standard products at this time.  VANs are expensive to establish and
must cope with inconsistent standards and levels of EDI among participants.

Rockwell Automation is pressuring its distributors and suppliers to move to higher-level EDI
capabilities with consistent interoperability standards.  One example is the cross-referencing
needed as VAN members code identical products differently and there are problems with
representing and handling of configured product that have catalogue numbers that may be as
long as 256 characters. (E9), (E26), (E27)

Most business systems only accommodate 15-20 characters for the product identification
schemes.

The importance of VAN networks will decrease for Rockwell Automation as EDI over the Web
increases in usage reducing transaction costs associated with using VANs. (F3)

Web access to product information is important for Rockwell, its customers and its suppliers and
the emergence of XML offers promise to be able to support configured products and services
more easily
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More use of the Publish and Subscribe model is expected as well.

In its interactions with its customers Rockwell Automation has migrated to the following
networks or applications:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising FROM TO
Catalogues & stock lists FROM TO TO
Information services
Negotiation
Ordering FROM TO TO TO
Billing and payment TO TO TO TO
Finance
Delivery TO TO

High volume with distributors continues to drive EDI for ordering, logistics, and payments. EDI
over the web offers opportunity to further reduce transaction costs associated with transmission
and processing by a VAN.

Ordering, billing and payment are moving to the Internet to reduce costs. (F4)

Advertising is also moving to the Internet to permit more targeted marketing.  A Publish and
Subscribe model will allow for a more targeted and focused marketing over the web. (F5),
(F10)

Customers, distributors, and suppliers will be able to customize and tailor the content they are
interested in making the interfaces much simpler, cleaner and valuable.  (F6)

Catalogues are becoming electronic and Web– based for ease of access and use, more accuracy
and timeliness. Electronic commerce eliminates the cost and time delays associated with
publishing a physical catalogue. (F7)

Electronic commerce delivery will soon be in place for services such as training, support, and
remote diagnostics. A customer self-service model is being followed. (F8), (F11)

Electronic transactions with customers are used to support any of the following business
functions.

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development X
Project Collaboration X

Electronic commerce collaboration with customers is exemplified by the Shell Oil Athabaska Oil
Sands project.  Rockwell Automation operates a contracted-out Web site as a trial that
facilitates project management for the project.  This site allows constant monitoring of all
suppliers and of project status. (E9), (E26), (E27)
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For one-off large volume product sales the Internet is driving global pricing.  As sophisticated
customers search worldwide for product prices they discover some regions and or distributors
with better prices than others.  They compare prices and ask Rockwell Automation or
distributors to match the lowest price.  This trend is driving prices lower and reducing margins.
EDI over Internet is becoming preferred to EDI over VAN to reduce costs and maintain margins.

Logistics is becoming more important for customers. Internet shipping (for digital products,
online training, technical support) and Internet tracking of shipments (for material products) is
a growing trend.

Rockwell Automation is a niche player in many sectors.  In automotive plants, electrical controls
constitute only 1 – 2 % of plant costs.  Rockwell Automation’s strategy is to bundle these
products with a wide range of services, thus moving up the value chain, partnering strategically
with the customer, and increasing revenues and margins. (E10)

The market for Rockwell Automation’s products and services is in transition resulting from
customer consolidation of orders at best available global prices.  Branding is unimportant, as
quality of product and service is assumed as a given.  Rockwell builds products for several
customers (including some of its competitors!) who add their own branding.

One of Rockwell Automation’s challenges is that customers are seeking lower cost shorter life
cycle product to conform to planned, rapid obsolescence in manufacturing and processing
plants.  A MTBF of 10 years is of little value to a customer planning to scrap the plant within 3
years.  Customers will not pay premiums for over-engineered products. (E11)

In summary, the key to high volume markets is speed and then price.  Customers expect easy
to find information and sources along with the lowest worldwide price.  Electronic commerce is
central to cost reduction – the only way to sustain margins.

Low volume markets are characterised by higher value added.  The bundling of product,
services and project management is moving customers from the high – volume, low - margin
side to the low volume high margin side.  This is also increasing customer loyalty as measured
by increasing proportions of repeat business.

In the case of the configured products, the existing tools, PowerOne and ezEng) were designed
to eliminate as many problems with the physical design, manufacturing and shipment of the
product as possible and to eliminate as many questions and wait queues associated with
product and projects as possible there by increasing Rockwell Automation's ability to get the
product to the customer in the fastest way possible, at the lowest cost and with a high degree
of confidence in the configuration requested.

The development of web based collaboration technologies and tools will further enhance our
ability to work with our customers and meet their needs in a timely fashion. For configured
products, the iterative nature of the product and project engineering is a focal point for
continuous improvement. (F9), (F12)

5.2.2 Suppliers

Rockwell is using the WWW and the extranet as the means of transaction.  They are using a
market model of posting requirements and taking bids and monitoring performance.  This
maximizes the chance of any supplier participating and ensuring price competitiveness.  This
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contrasts with a Supply Management Model that reduces the number of suppliers and seeks to
establish long-term relations possibly at the expense of short term pricing.  This is a
philosophical difference and there are advocates for both approaches.

The following computer-mediated networks or applications are used to conduct or support
business activities with suppliers.

EDI EDI over Internet E-mail WWW

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists
Information services X X
Negotiation X
Ordering X
Billing and payment
Finance
Delivery X

EDI is used for large volume transactions.  Different EDI standards between the EU and North
America cause problems - Rockwell has a full-time EDI translation centre in the US to resolve
these issues.

Rockwell is moving away from IBM-proprietal systems to open architectures  (i.e. Ethernet and
IP-based) throughout.

The WWW is everyone's lowest common denominator and Rockwell expects EDI over Internet
to replace most EDI transactions.  An early example is a fundamental transaction marketplace
change for suppliers.

For products bought every year from the same suppliers, the Web site posting of parts
contracts renewal is reducing suppliers' quotes.  Using the WWW for negotiating reduces
deployment costs, increases customer access, reduces infrastructure complexity and generates
long-term cost savings.

Using this method requires improved security systems (Rockwell Automation spent a year
preparing for this site).

The Web Site posting also makes public a series of transactions that were previously
confidential (over EDI).  Care must be taken to protect inadvertent posting of sensitive
commercial information.  The shift is to a transparent supplier's marketplace with the Internet
replacing EDI as the operating system.

Rockwell Automation expects to see the emergence of more service organizations that operate
as Application Service Providers in this market space to service small and medium-sized
organizations.
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The migration from one network or application to another for business activities with suppliers
is summarized below:

EDI EDI over
Internet

E-mail WWW Extranet

Advertising
Catalogues & stock lists FROM TO TO
Information services TO TO
Negotiation TO TO
Ordering TO TO TO
Billing and payment TO TO TO
Finance
Delivery

Rockwell Automation stated the following reasons for migrating from one network or application
to another for business activities with suppliers:  reduce cycle time; reduce transaction costs;
eliminate point solutions; lower the total cost of ownership associated with custom in-house
applications; move to open standards to reduce ongoing operational costs.

Electronic transactions with suppliers are used to support the following business functions:

Capture of information X
Information management X
Market analysis X
Market development X
Quotations X

Information Management is by way of supplier report cards.

This Internet Web Site based system records the measured performance of supplier
components based on MTBF and warranty claim analysis.

All suppliers receive their own supplier report card confidentially.

All report cards are posted with names removed enabling all suppliers to benchmark their
individual performance against the collective norm.

This management information system could not exist absent the Web Site postings.
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5.3 Interview Response

5.3.1 Motivation

Rockwell certainly met their expectations in distribution and procurement.  The effects on the
distribution system are interesting and should be noted.  The revenues of Rockwell are not high
enough to classically justify vertical integration into distribution.  However, the Internet seems
to be forcing the issue.

Core Business Function Expected Effects Anticipated Benchmark and/or
Measurement

Advertising Low None
Medium 50% reduction in development costsCatalogues and Stock Lists

Faster delivery on pricing & new product
availability.

High Reduced drawing transmissions costs.Information Services
Shorter approval cycles, faster product
delivery.

Negotiation Low Expected high turnover in current
supplier network.
Fear was increased supplier qualification
costs might wipe out product cost
reductions.

High 80% intracompany purchases  - via EDI.Ordering
EDI intracorporate purchase cycle
reduced 25 - 40%.
Stock products ordering reduced from 5
to 3 day cycle.
Automated receiving process drops
inventory by 10%, leading to improved
cash flows
1 day reduction in delivery cycle

Billing and Payment High
Finance High

Low Shorten cycle to customersDelivery
Rapidity of response to distributors
Same day shipping in Ont. & Que.
Other regions still batching shipments to
optimise shipping costs.
Rapidity of response to distributors.

Information Capture High
Information Management High
Market Analysis High Use EDI to capture reorder information.
Market Development Medium

Using Vendor Managed Inventory and Distributor Managed Inventory Rockwell Automation will
order from the next-closest distributor if the normal in-territory distributor cannot deliver.

Mill Creek is handling all shipping logistics including pre-delivery warehousing for staggered
shipments.
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Rockwell Automation sometimes builds systems well in advance of delivery requirements to
accommodate plant shutdowns and other production scheduling issues.  The large completed
systems are moved to Mill Creek where they are stored until the customer is prepared to accept
delivery.

All distributors have Internet access to a Vendor Management and Distributors network that
generates a global picture of inventories on hand in all locations.  This enables Rockwell
Automation to source parts from geographic locations in close proximity to the customer and
provides effective inventory management.
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Rockwell Automation expected effects in product, process, and relational innovation.

Product innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Diversification High Faster new products, current prices at all
times.  Rockwell expects 30 to 40% of
revenues to be generated by new
products.

Differentiation High Distributor networks.
Customisation High
Bundling High
Other:
Other
Other:

Process Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Design High Deduce design to manufacture cycle.
Logistics Medium
Production lines Medium
Co-ordination High PDM- Product Data Management -

industrialising a newly designed product
- lower costs, shorter cycle times.

Other: High
Other
Other:

Relational Innovation Expected effect Anticipated benchmark and/or
measurement

Expansion High
Segmentation High
Trust High High Performance Manufacturing Group

(Group of Rockwell Automation suppliers
that conduct joint R&D projects in
manufacturing processes with Rockwell
Automation participation).

Loyalty High Long-term supplier relationships.
More tightly integrated systems with
customers.

Other:

Rockwell Automation had the following the expectations regarding the effects of Electronic
Commerce on the business environment in the value chain:

• Consolidation of suppliers, competitors, customers.
• Outsourcing some financial activities.
• Procurement score cards for supplier network.

Strategic Sourcing was expected to change fundamentally the ordering process:

• Large customers go to the manufacturer directly with a bulk order for multiple locations.
• Prices are negotiated between the customer and the manufacturer based on the large

volume order.
• The manufacturer then arranges product delivery in batch sizes as required through the

distributor network.
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• Distributors receive the order from their former supplier, do not negotiate with their
former customer, and receive a reduced margin on a small to medium-sized shipment
because the overall order merited a large volume discount.

• Distributor margins are squeezed and their ordering and supply process is turned
completely on its ear.

Currently, Rockwell is working through its distributor network (albeit backwards).  There are
plans to open small plants around the world (200 employee sized) and sell direct in response to
this emerging trend.  This would reduce further the already consolidated distributor network.

5.4 Obstacles and Advantages

5.4.1 Deregulation

With deregulation comes new inexperienced vendors, new service offerings, and lower costs.
Growing pains are to be expected.  Will government re-regulate if the system begins to
collapse?

5.4.2 Costs of Electronic commerce

For standard products and services - High volume EDI, justifiable costs.  Low volume must be
WWW to justify costs.  Costs justifiable also for engineering and configuration.

5.4.3 Transaction systems

Too many flavours exist of the same standard.  The specific example quoted was SAP versus
J.D Edwards’ systems.  One issue, the rounding up of cents as opposed to recording two
decimal places for currency means that supposedly similar systems within a standard cannot
communicate accurately or efficiently. (Just think of the Italian Lira!)

Standardization is the supplier's friend.  Often major OEMs like to lock in a supplier.  Rockwell
Automation is one of the few with the market clout to push for standardization.

It was noted that the semiconductor sector has settled on SAP as its internal standard.

Lock-in strategies were facilitated by Electronic Commerce enabling qualification by type of
customer, by product and by channel (distributors or direct).

Distributors are threatened by the option of customer purchases direct from the manufacturer
made possible by the Rockwell Web Site.

The US infrastructure exists and can be used by Rockwell Canada.  There is therefore no easy
justification for an anticipated spend of $ 250,000 CDN to develop a PC-based equivalent in
Canada.

5.4.4 Telecommunications Infrastructure

Rockwell Automation considered that the telecommunications infrastructure (costs, network
reliability and network flexibility) encouraged the adoption of Electronic Commerce in the firm.
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5.4.5 Regulatory Factors

Rockwell Automation was comfortable with the level of security, authentication and certification,
and IP protection afforded.  Legal structures were deemed to be not applicable.

5.4.6 Internal Factors

Existing in-house technologies, staff training and skills levels were insufficient for Electronic
Commerce. The investment costs were not easily justified but senior management retains an
active positive stance towards developing Electronic Commerce business plans.

5.4.7 External Factors

Rockwell Automation stated that human factors encouraged Electronic Commerce.  Brand image
was an asset. Electronic Commerce encouraged more flexible commercial structures,
particularly with reference to distribution & inventory, and management control.

5.4.8 Strategic Factors

For Rockwell Automation, Electronic Commerce encouraged lock-in strategies, decreased the
costs of reaching new customers and suppliers. Intermediation services were easy to set up on
favourable terms.

On balance, Rockwell Automation considers Electronic Commerce to have facilitated the
management of business relationships.

5.4.9 Government Policy

Government policy is generally described as having no effect on electronic commerce adoption.
The exceptions are negative views on government training programs and negative perceptions
regarding the education system.

Rockwell Automation expressed the following views on the role of government to stimulate the
uptake of Electronic Commerce:

Measure 1 Monitor consolidation after telecom deregulation.
Measure 2 Government to work for common international data exchange standards
Measure 3 Develop contract law for electronic transactions - engineer currently unwilling / unable to

sign off on electronic drawings for which they carry personal liability.
Measure 4 Make electronic security seamless and easier to manage - legal liability issues.
Measure 5 Develop and maintain a strong telecommunications infrastructure
Measure 6 Work on Export/Import compliance, harmonization, and country of origin.
Measure 7 Work on the integration, Electronic Commerce facilities to electronically, clear and

process import export paperwork.
Look at Singapore as a model.

Measure 8 Ensure that laws are consistent with Electronic Commerce. Offer, Acceptance,
Consideration, Capacity, Authority and electronic signatures.
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5.5 Impacts

Rockwell is in two businesses.  One is the mass production of controllers and switchgear.
These are sold through a distribution network.  A supplier network supports them.

Both the supplier and the distribution networks are under pressure from Electronic Commerce.
Major customers with market power and smaller ones with Internet access are bypassing the
distribution network.  The result is a de facto partial vertical integration of distribution. (E4),
(E26), (E27)

In addition, major customers are using supply management techniques to try to control
Rockwell’s behavior in their favour.  Rockwell appears to be staying away from the more
integrative aspects of supply management.  This is probably because they do not delegate
system development to their suppliers.

The second business is custom automation in the manner of AMS and ATS.  Relations are
directly with the customer with no distributors.  This is new and does not appear to be highly
developed.  It would also appear that most of the value-added would be in-house. (F9)

Rockwell Automation categorized the impacts of Electronic Commerce into four areas:
The comments pertain mostly to the production business.  The measurements reflect a classical
accounting approach.

• Lower transaction costs.
• Faster transactions
• Reduced inventory days.
• Reduced Accounts Receivable days.

Similar to others, low-value employees are shed and higher-value ones are acquired.  Sales
grow disproportionately.
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The actual impacts of Electronic Commerce on business functions related to transaction process
are summarised below:

Core Business Function Impact Benchmark or Measurement
Advertising Low
Catalogues and Stock Lists Medium 50% reduction in development costs
Information Services High Supplier benchmarking

Faster delivery on pricing & new product
availability. (E14)
Reduced drawing transmissions costs.
Shorter approval cycles, faster product
delivery. (E15)

High Lower pricesNegotiation
Shorter delivery cycles (E13)
Same supplier base - no extra
qualification costs as feared.

Ordering High 1-day reduction in cycle time.
EDI reduced 8 days to 3/4 days (E1)

High Nature of work changed from data entry
to more efficient resolution of disputed
items.

Billing and Payment

Faster resolution, fewer items in active
dispute. (E30), (E31)

Finance
Delivery Medium Shorter cycle to customers  (E28)
Information Capture
Information Management
Market Analysis High Reorder info now automated in Web Site

contract renewal notices. (E12)
Market Development

5.5.1 Impacts of Electronic Commerce on Business Practices

The actual impacts of Electronic Commerce innovations on general business processes were
described as follows:

• Electronic commerce is the glue for supply management and for lock-in of long-term
supplier relationships.  In a win-win environment, Rockwell helps suppliers cut costs to
offer lower prices to Rockwell while maintaining margins. (E32), (E33)

• Distribution is being revolutionised.  Distributors are threatened by transparent
marketplaces, new ordering paradigms, inventory requirements and reduced margins.

• Electronic commerce facilitates the bundling of products and services enabling Rockwell
Automation to profit from vertical integration with customers. (E34), (E35)
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Product innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Diversification High Faster new products, current prices at all

times.  Rockwell expects 30 to 40% of
revenues to be generated by new
products. (F13)

Differentiation High Distributor networks.
Customisation High
Bundling High

Process innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Design High Reduce design to manufacture cycle.

(E36)
Logistics Medium
Production lines Medium
Co-ordination High PDM- Product Data Management -

industrialising a newly designed product
- lower costs, shorter cycle times.
(E37)

Collaboration High
Relational innovation Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric

Expansion High
Segmentation High
Trust High High Performance Manufacturing Group

functioning for over 5 years (E38)
Loyalty High Long-term supplier relationships.

More tightly integrated systems with
customers  (E2)

5.5.2 Gains or losses attributable to Electronic Commerce

The following gains or losses in employment, turnover and profitability can be uniquely or
significantly attributed to Electronic Commerce:

Impact descriptions Evidence and/or metric
Employment Higher quality employment 2.1% workforce salaried in Canada

Corporate norm 1.8%.
Turnover
Profitability More productivity Sales per employee exceed norm
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Rockwell Automation

Electronic Commerce Innovations
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Conclusions

1. Large manufacturers established value-added networks in the 70’s to facilitate
procurement.  These have evolved from private networks, to the WWW to extranets.
The corresponding software has evolved through EDI to HTML to XML.

2. Supply chain management has evolved from a discipline of simple make or buy decisions
to a number of intermediate positions.  Generally, the choice is between a market-like
model facilitated electronically, to various types of semi-integration where non-technical
systems such as accounting and human resources are coordinated along with production
controls.

In the main, the relationships are determined by the relative market power of the
duration of the relationship.

3. Industrial sectors are now more broadly based; they include universities, non-profit labs,
financial and technical intermediaries as well as private commercial firms.  There are
issues of intellectual property and of intermediation between widely different
organizations.

4. Products are frequently integrations of a wide range of technologies where the
development is distributed among a group of firms.  The efficient management of this
type of relationship is a major hope for Electronic Commerce.  AMS, ATS and Rockwell
automation illustrate three different approaches to this problem.


